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"ABSTRACT

This report presents the theoretical basis for calculation of decompression
schedules for nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygein mixtures used in diving.
It includes definitions, theory of exponential saturation and desaturation,.
and theory of limiting values of excess saturation permitted at various
ambient pressures with helium and nitrogen. An attempt has been made to
simplity the presentation of the calculation procedure to implement the
theoretical method. The necessary tables and worksheets used in calculations
are presented, together with sample calculations of dive schedules. The
discussioii describes and appraises other methods of calculation developed in
recent years.
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SU MIMARY .

PROBLR )A:1

(1) Revise the Haldane nethod for the calculation of air decompression
tables to a general case to be used for calculation of schedules for
various nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen mixture dives.

(2) Present developments in decompression theory subsequent to the Dwyer
report (Experimental Diving Unit Research Report 4-56) which have a
bearing on the calculation procedure.

FINDINGS

(1) This report presents a general case for calculation of decomp:eesion
schedules for dives in which nitrogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen mixtures
are bi-eatheu.

(2) The present status of decompression calculation procedures is discussed

to include definitions and basic theories.

RECOENDATIONS

(1) Use this report for instruction in calculation procedures of decompression
schedules.

(2) Revise the report or supercede it as a text when this is required.
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FOREW3ORD

A1h1 procecdre for calculation of decomporession schedules given in this
report is not new. It is based primarily on a method developed by
Boycott, Damant and Haldane in 1908,, further delineated by Yarbrough

In 1937 and presented in a detailed report by Dwyer in 1956 as U. S.
Navy Experimental Diving Unit Research Report 4-56 entitled "Calculation

of Air Decompression Tables". The latter report presented & step-by-
step procedure to be used in computer programing, and to serve also as
a text for instruction of students,, as amplified by exposition of the
basic theories. With further development of limits of maximum tissue
pressures at the various decompression stops, the standard air decompres-
sion tables, exceptional exposure tables and ropetitive dive tables were
calculated by this method. More recently, helium-oxygen decompression
tables for mixed-gas SCUBA have olso been developed by this method,
employing control values for hel1Lum which differ from those for air.

Since decompression calculation- must be used for dive schedules
employing helium-oxygen, and nitrogen-oxygen mixtures other than
air, it was considered importait to present the modifications to
the basic method required, as well as the control values limiting
the tissue tensions of the varLkus gases at the decompression stops.
Aspects of decompression theory which have developed subsequent to
the Dwyer report are discussed, as are other calculation procedures
based on a diffusion-limited gas exchange model.

This is an interim report. Future reports will cover test dive
results of schedules developed by this basic method.
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1. OBJECT

1.1 be1y~

(1) To detail the development of decompression calculation theory
to include the method of Haldane and subsequently developed whole body
gas exchange methods.

(2) To describe the modifications to the Haldaie method used by
the U. S. Navy and present the basis for these changvs.

(3) To update the method presented by Dwyer by demonstrating the
general case for decompression calculation rather than for air alone.

(4) To provide some textual material for use by student submarine
medical officers.

1.2 2

1.2.1 This report considers several of the approaches to decompression
calculations alternate to the *Haldane method" which have received
attention in recent years.

1.2.2 The theoretical justification to the present form of the "Haldane
method" as modified for use in the U. S. Navy is presented together with
the control limits used for calculation of nitrogen-oxygen and helium-
oxygen dives.

1.2.3 An attempt has been made to demonstrate the calculation procedure
in step-wide fashion to implement the theory of exponential gas exchange.

2. DESCRIPTION

2.1 Develonment of the Haldan. mathod

2.1.1 The first systematic study of decompression requirements following
exposure of animals and man to increased abient pressure of air was
reported by Boycott, Damant and Haldane in 1908. As a result of numerous
pressure exposures of small animals and goats, a rational basis for
calculation of decompression schedules was derived. The basic tenets of
their procedure, which has become known as the "Haldane method", relate
to (1) the estimation of the percent of complete saturation or desaturation
of the body tissues with nitrogen during any pressure exposure time-course,
and (2) the amount of excess nitrogen pressure in the tissues related to
hydrostatic pressure which is permissible without symptoms of decompression
sickness resulting during or following the reduction of pressure to one
atmosphere.
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2.1.2 The procisses of saturation and desaturation were considered in
the following manner. The blood passing through the lungs of a man
breathing compr/essed air becomes instantly saturated to the full extent
with nitrogen at the existing partial pressure in the air. When this
blood reaches the systemic capillaries, most of the excess nitrogen will
diffuse out into the body tissue,, and the blood return to the lungs for
a fresh charge. This procss is repeated until the tissues are equilibrated
with nitrogen at the same partial pressure as in the air breathed. But the
blood supply to different parts of the body varies greatly as does the
capacity for dissolving nitrogen. It can be seen that the time taken for
different parts of the body to become saturated with nitrogen will vary
greatly.

2.1.3 Bo;'cott, Dmant and Haldane estimated that the whole body of a man
weighing 70 kg. will take up about I liter of nitrogen for each atmosphere
of excess air pressure, about 70% more nitrogen than an equal amount of
blood would take up. With the weight of blood in man equal to 6.5% of the
body weight, the amount of nitrogen held in solution in the completely
saturated tissues would be about 170/6.5, or 26 times as great as the amount
held in the blood alone. If the composition of the body were the same in
all parts, and the blood distributed itself evenly to all tissues, the body
would receive at one complete round of the blood after sudden exposure to
increased pressure of air one twenty-sixth of the nitrogen corresponding
to complete saturation. Each successive round would add one twenty-sixth
of the remaining excess of nitrogen. Thus, it is seet that the body would
be half-saturated in less than twenty rounds of circulation, or about ten
minutes, and that complete saturation would be practically complete in an
hour. The progress of saturation would follow an exponential curve, but
it was considered a mistake that this rate of saturation and desaturation
could be applied to the body as a whole. Actually the rate of saturation
would vary widely in different parts of the body, but for any particular
part the rate of saturation would follow a curve of this form, assuming
that the circulation rate remained constant.

2.1.4 A variable rate of saturation and desaturation was considered to
exist for different parts of the body, relating to the different perfusion
rates of tissues with blood. This variable time-course of nitrogen uptake
for various parts of the body was simulated by use of a family of discrete
hypothetical half-time tissues (50 10, 20, 40 and 75 minutes) to represent
the physiologic processes of gas exchange in the whole body.

2.1.5 In their work with goats, the differences ii respiratory exchange
rate and cardiac output from man were considered. These were related to
man as being two-thirds greater for the goat per kilo of body weight by
direct measurement. Thus, a time of 3 hours was thought to be required
for complete saturation for goats, while 5 hours was considered required
for man. The r- minutes of half-time would represent 7.5 hours time to
98.5 percent saturation. Therefore, it appears that an attempt was made
toward conservatism or in considering that more time might be required
for equilibration with nitrogen in some subjects.
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Toward defining this, time of exposure to increased pressure was varied
in animal experiments, the *xposure pressure and decompression time
remaining constant. It is not evident from the data reported that
equilibration time was defined for man, as most exposures were not
sufficiently long. This defect became apparent in the inadequacy of
scoedules for longer olvesderived by this method until half-times of
120 to 240 minutes were used.

2.1.6 Perhaps more important than the estimation of uptake and elimination
of nitrogen is the concept of stage decompression which developed from
their studies. This makes the fullest use of the permissible difference
in pressure between that of the tissue and blood nitrogen to hasten the
elimination of nitrogen from the tissues, The limit applied to reduction
of hydrostatic pressure was to never a] j the computed nitrogen pressure
in the tissues to be more than twice tna ambient pressure. This 2 to I
ratio actually assumed eouilibration to the ambient pressure of the maximum
depth, rather than to the nitrogen partial pressure. The absolute pressure
of the maximum depth wAs t,-en halved to determine the first decompression,
stop. A special case was assumed for air, for with its 79 percent nitrogen
content, the actual ratio of nitrogen pressure upon equilibration to
ambient pressure would be

2 X 0.79 a • in place of 2
1 1 1

2.1.7 It is true that this ignores the presence of oxygen in the breathing
mixture as a factor in bubble formation. Extensive diving with nizrogen
and helium uixtures en:iched with oxygen in excess of 21 percent conEirms
the absence of significant effect of oxygen as part of the total preicure
in decompression. It appears that If sufficient time is permitted for
excess oxygen in tissues to be utilized during reduction of pressure,
decompression sickness due to this factor Is unlikely to occur.

2.1.8 The importance of the initial ascent to initiate the maximum safe
gradient for inert gas elimination cannot be overemphasized. Prior to
recognition of this concept, ascent to the surface was carried nut at a
constant rate which unnecessarily exposed the diver to pressure, resulting
in further inert gas uptake in ti ;sues which had not completely equilibrated.
This increased the magnitude of c compression time required over that
actually needed if the diver had chieved the initial decrease in depth
compatible with safety. Only thO special case of complete total body
equilibration requires a continuous ascent at a constant rate to permit
the use of a maximum safe gradient for inert gas elimination from the
slowest half-time tissue controlling. Even this can follow an initial
more rapid reduction of pressure of the order of one atmosphere.
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2.1.9 Studies of permissible decrease in pressure consloered the two
cases of (i) reduction by some aosoluta value and (2) of that relative
to ambient pressure. Haldane noted that goets decompre-ssed from exposire
at 6 atmospheres absolute to 2..6 atm had no symptoms. This is a 2.3 to I
ratio of ambient pressure, with an absolute pressure change of 3.4
atmospheres. Goats were then similarly exposed at 4.4 atmospheres absolute
pressure before being decompressed to I atmosphere. With the same 3.4
atmospheres absolute pressure change only 20 percent of the animak escaped
symptoms.

2.1.10 Decompression schedules for man based on the 2 to I ratio concept
have not proven to be safe for longer and deeper exposures. Haldane
himself recognized thls in his book "Respiration" bv stating that for
air dives exceeding 6 atmospheres absolute, some reduction of this ratio
was required.

2.2 Fe studies to define decompresslon limit_

2.2.1 Studies by Hawkins, Shilling and Hansen and others by VanDerhue
demonstrated that:

(1) the faster half-time tissues sometima control deep stops even
with high tissue r3tios.

(2) tissue ratios must be reduced considerably for all components
in longer and deeper dives.

(3) the surfacing ratios could be increased to the following valuesr

half-time (min) tissue ratio M(ft.) Mactual (ft.)

5 3.8:1 125 99

10 3.4:1 112 88

20 2.8,i 92 73

40 2.27:i 75 59

75 2.06ti 68 54

120 2.00s1 66 52

The above values were used with siight modification to develop the
present Standard Air Decompression Tables.
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2.2.2 Ratios used at depth were projected from the surfacing values by
using a tenth-power relationship between the tissue ratio at surface and
at depth of decompression stop to fit existing data.

M= 33 [(U) + rd -1]

M = maximum final tissue pressure in feet of sea water

rs = surfacing ratio

rd = depth ratio at stop

2.2.3 Values for M in which only nitrogen is considered are derived by
multiplying by 79 percent those developed with air considered as 100
percent nitrogen, or the absolute pressure of the exposure. With the
values for slower half-time tissues required for longer and deeper
exposures, the allowable surfacing values area

half time (h) 5 10 20 40 80 120 160 240

M (ft) 104 88 72 56 54 52 51 50

!M/'610 ft. +18 +16 +15 +14 +13 +12 +11 +11

22,.4 A linear projection of the M valueb to decompressiorý stops at depth
is duscribed by a constant additive value listed as &M/ltO ft. This
projection is somewhat L. conservative than values resulting from the
tenth-power relationship deicribed above. Deeper stops arc required by
this method, though reduction of gradient for elimination of nitrogen
is not excessive. Dives calculated with these M values have beeo safe
thro',gh a wide range of depth and time of exposure. The linear projection
)f N values is useful for computer programing as well.

L.2.5 The question as to why tht faster half-time tiss-ies permit greater
nert gas tensions upon surfacitt2 and at progressively deeper depths than
he slower tissues must be faced. Graphical solution of the tire-course
.f Inert gas tension permitted for the various half-time tisrJes upon
;urfacing shows that within 16 minutes all inert gas tenatons of half-
ime tissues are less than, or equal to, the value fur the 120 minutes v
alf-timi~e tissue. Thus, the excess saturation time-course is brief for
11 except the slower half-time tissues. The same statement can be maade
ol the inert gas tensions permitted at the various decompression stops,
s there snould be a time-concentratior course of probability for bubble
(rmation, a brief time-course of greater excess saturation may be as safe
s a sust3lned time-course ot lesser excess saturation. It is apparent
rom this hypothesis that the magnitude of permissibl .excess saturation
lime-course may vary appre'iably between that which is sustained during
)ntinuous ascent and that which Is periodic with stage decompression.
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2.2.6 An important factor of difference ir permissible tissue tension
values fQor various half-time tissues may -1l be the greater molar
concentrtIon of inert gas for some slow tissues resulting from greater
solubility of inert gas in these tissues, As molar concentration of inert
gas increases in a tissue the probabillty or bubble formation would increase
upon reduction of hydrostatic pressure as R qreater number of gas molecules
are available in exciss of that held in solution at saturation. In some
measure the permissible final tissue pressure values for the various half-
time tissues will reflect this variable molar concentration as a time-
concentration course permissible to avoid bubble formation in tissues of
varying solubility for inert gas.

2.3 Further experiments in 2as uptake and elimination

2.3.1 Subsequent experiments In uptake and elimination of nitrogen and
other inert gases by Behnke and Shaw have ),elded quantitative data to
validate the gas exchange processes indicated by Boycott, Damant and
Haldane. From data obtained in a series of studies on dogs and human
subjects they concluded,

(1) that nitrogen absorption is proportional to the partial
pressure of nitrogen in the lungs.

(2) that with the same pressure head, the rate of nitrogen
absorption is equal to the rate of nitrogen elimination.

(3) that the time for complete nitrogen elimine ion, and
percentage rate of nitrogen elimination for corresponding periods
of time, are the same irrespective of the quantity of nitrogen absorbed
by the body.

2.3.2 However, the precise end-point of nitrogen elimination could not
be measured with accuracy, with the result that the slowest tissues to
be considered in calculation of decompression Schedules appeared to be
those that were 98 ± 2% desaturated at the end of 6 hi:,rs. This led to
the conclusion that it was unlikely that compressed air illness following
long exposure to increased pressure resulted from an vnderestimation of
the time required for nitrogen elimination. Experimental values for the
nitrogen elimination curve gave further support to the multiple tissue
theory of calculation developed by Haldane by demonstrating the variation
in distribution of blood flow i'M relatior to the distribution of nitrogen
in the body.

2.4 Factors of difference in exchange of various inert oases

2.4.1 When trying to analyze the mechanism of gas uptake and elimination,
there are at least two factorst assuming respiration and cardiac output
to remain constant, which govern the seturation or desaturation half-time
for non-reactive gases:
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(1) capacity of the tissue for storage of gas

(2) effectiveness of gas. transport to and from the tissues.

It is obvious that if a tissue is continuously perfused by blood, supposing
the gas to be carried away at a certain rate, the time required for
elimination is longer the greater the gas content of the tissue. If
different gases are compared for the same tissue, the storage capacity
is proportional to the solubility coefficients for the gases in the
tissue. At the same time, the period for gas equilibration between
tissue and blood is shortcr the better the gas transport.

2.4.2 From the body gas exchange curve

Pt z Po e kt

Where Pt = tension of gas after time t

Po z ten.sion of gas at t z o

e = base of natural logarithm

k a constant of elimination

the value of k is found to not remain constant, but to decrease
progressivelyg the shape of the curve thus differing from those of its
hypothetical and exponential components each having its own constant k. I

2.4.3 By definition, the half-time (h) Is that time required to reduce
Po to half its original value. For each discrete value of k., therefore

h 3AM
k

k cX
kucXM 'S

Wheres c = a constant of proportionality

C = symbol of gas transport effectiveness

S = solubility coefficient for the gas in a tissue

Therefore, the defaturation half-time (h) is also proportional to the
3olubility coefficient of the gas in a particular tissue, and inverselyiroportional to the effectiveness of gas transport from the tissue.

c C
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2.4.4 In highly vascularized tissues, the high blood-tissue perfusion
rate may mask differences in diffusion rates of inert gases, half-time
for different gases .n the tissue varying only as determined by the
solubility coefficients. For pporly vascularized ticaues, equilibration
half-times of different gases should vary as determined by solubility
coefficients plus dfffuson rates..

2.4.5 Theoretically, the body-exchange curve representing the rate of
uptake and elimination of inert gas by thv body as a whole is the sum
of an infinite number of exponential curves with different half-times,
each representing tissue regions with the same individual ratio of fat-
fluid content to efficiency of gas transport. Helium having a low
solubility in fat compared to nitrogen may yield a shorter half-time
than nitrogen in a tissue rich in fat and having an efficient gas transport.
The differentiation of an amount of tissue defineo by a nitrogen half-time
into several types of tissue having different half-times when another gas
is substituted for nitrogen is in accordance with the results of Jones et. al.,
which support the principle that the varying decay terms of the component
exponential expression (e -kt) are not to be referred to as ai•atoaically
defined phases.

2.4.6 In fatty tissues the exchange rates differ from the blood-tissue
perfusion rate by a factor of the ratio blood solubility/tissue solubility
of the gas concerned. Thus, for helium, the final concentration in the
fatty tissues will be less than for nitrogen when the exposure is to the
same partial pressure of these gases due to the lower fat solubility of
helium (HIe/N2 = 1/4.5). However, some of the slow tissues may be
characterized more by a poor blood-tissue perfusion rate than by high
fat content, differences in fat solubility of the gases having less
influence on the elimination time. Thus, the different kinds of arbitrary
tissues within the same half-time class may well represent different fat-
fluid ratios and blood-tissue perfusion rates, though the average of their
ratios is constant. If helium is substituted for nitrogen, the classifica-
tion, which is a physiological rather than an anatomical one, may cause
new tissue combinations to arise with common half-time for this gas.
Theoretically, the arrangement of different half-time groups will remain
unchanged from one gas to another only for gases with the same fat-water
solubility ratio, as for argon and nitrogen at 5.2/1. Thus, the half-
time would be multiplied by the ratio of argon/nitrogen solubility
coefficients in oil and water (2/1).

2.4.7 It has been determined experimentally that for helium diving somewhat
deeper decompression stops are required to prevent bends than for air diving.
Behnke considered this to be due to the rate of helium diffusion into the
blood stream being more rapid than for nitrogen, thus making bubble formation
more likely if the early stages of decompression are too rapid. However,
comparison of the helium and nitrogen elimination curves for subjects
demonstrates the quantity of helium eliminated to be one-third that of
nitrogen for any comparable time period. Recent studies of bubble growth
and resolution in water have indicated that the growth rate of helium
bubbles in solutions of equal concentrations of the respective gases should
be six times greater than for nitrogen bubbles. This is due to the lesser
solubility and greater diffusibility of helium in either aqueous or fatty
tissues.

RR 6-65 8
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2.5 Decaro. ssin studies based on the whole body oas exchange process

2.5.1 Several attempts have been made to develop decompression calculation
procedures Sased upon the whcle body upt•le andl elmimnatico.. f fo r
nitrogen and helium. Behnke devised a method in which the quantity of
excess nitrogen taken up during any depth-time exposure was related to
the percent of whole body uptake of nitrogen with time on the whole body
gas exchange curve. Decompression schedules prepared on the basis of
this iethod were not reported.

2.5.2 Several workers at the Royal Naval Physiological Laboratoryhave
been the most recent proponents of this method. Hempleman found a good
correlation of the minimal decompression dyves permissible when air ir,
breathed, to a constant value as followss

k

where# k 500

D = depth in feet of sea water

T = exposure time in minutes

2.5.3 It was noted that this method did not accurately predict the depth,
of the permissible exposure in excess of 100 minutes. The form of the
equation appeared to be similar to that for diffusion processes, so that
further definition of this method has been in developing equations to
sirulate the diffusion gas exchange process.

2.5.4 Rashbass further expanded the development of the theory of the
diffusion-limited gas exchange process usirg modifications of equations
developed by A. V. Hill to explain diffusion of oxygen in various
geometrical models of tissues. A limit of 30 feet of excess gas
taken up was permitted at any ambient pressure. Dive schedules calculated
by this method required deeper stops than conventional air schedules, and
time spent at shallower stops tended to be of equal length. While shorter
working dives in the dry chamber were reasonably safe, open-sea testing
of these schedules produced a high incidence of bends.

2.5.5 Duffner applied a similar calculation procedure to that of
Hempleman in deriving decompression schedules for helium-oxygen dives
with mixed gas &cuba. He developed the following power function
equation to fit experimentally determined mini"a decompression dives.
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Q DAtx

excess helium in feet of sea water z 37 ft..

D exposure depth in feet of sea water

A = constant equal to the fraction of available

excess helium in feet of sea water taken up
when t = 1

tx = time in minutes

x I

Values of Atx from 1 to 180 minutes were derived and presented in
tabular form. The time to be spent at a decompression stop is determined
by the following equations

t (Q Ds)0o3J

Ds = depth of present stop

DNS = depth of next stop

2.5.6 Decompression schedules calculated by this method either for air
or helium-oxygen dives relate closely to those derived by the Rashbass
method; that is, deeper stops are required, and the shallower stops for
longer exposures tend to be of the saw duration. A comparable result
can be obtained by use of a single half-time tissue of 60 minutes with
a 2 to I ratio limiting, when the Haldane method is employed. Thus, it
is apparent that insufficient consideration of slower half-time tissues
representing poorly perfused areas of the body is given by the diffusion-
limited methods of calculation as presently constituted. Longer and
deeper dive schedules calculated by these methods have proven to be grossly
inadequate in providing safe decompression.

2.6 Definitions and symbols

2.6.1 Depth (D) is the vertical distance below the surface at any phase
of the dive. The units of depth are feet of water.

2.6.2 Absolute depth (A) is the absolute pressure at any depth (D) expressed
in feet of water. A is always 33 feet greater than D, except in the special
condition of diving at other than sea level, as in a mountain lake.
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2.6.3 The oxygen percentage decimal (X) expresses the oxygen content of
the breathing medium during each phase of the dive.

2.6.4 The inert gas percentage decimal (G) expresses the inert aas
content of the breathing medium during any phase of the dive. It is
derived by substracting the breathing medium oxygen percentage decimal
(X) from unity (1.00).

2.6.5 The inert gas partial pressure (N) represents the sum of the
partial pressures of all gases in the breehing medium other than
oxygen. N is derived by multiplying the absolute depth (A) by the
inert gas percentage decimal (G). Special procedures may require
handling several inert gases separately, as in the calculation of
helium-oxygen decompression schedules.

2.6.6 The initial tissue pressure (P) is the partial pressure of inert
gas in a tissue at the start of any particular time interval. When there
has been no dive within 12 hours prior to the dive being considered, the
initial tissue pressure for ll tissues at the start of the dive is taken
as that in air. For repetitive dives within a 12 hour period, the amount
of inert gas remaining in tissues must be calculated during the time
interval on the surface. For each step in the decompression calculation,
the final tissue pressure (Q) of one step becomes the initial tissue
pressure (P) of the next step.

S2.6.7 The differential pressure (E) is the difference between the inert
gas partial pressure (N) of the breathing medium and the initial tissue
pressure (P). (E) represents the driving force for inert gas exchange,
being positive (+) if (N) Is greater than (P) indicating that the tissue
gains inert gas. The value of E is negative I-) if (N) is less than (P),
indicating that the tissue loses inert gas.

2.6,.8 The tissue pressure change (S) is the increase or decrease of tissue
pressure during a time interval, resulting from the existence of a
differential pressure (E). It is derived by multiplying (E) by the +,me
function (F) for the time interval. (S) is positive (4) or negative (-)
according to the sign of (E).

2.6.9 The final tissue pressure (Q) is the partial pressure of inert gas
in the tissue at the end of a time interval. (Q) is the sum of (P) and
(S). (Q) for one interval becomes (P) for the next interval.

2.6.10 The time interval (T) is the duration in minutes of any specific
phase of the dive considered. These phases are usually taken as (1) the I
exposure (2) the ascent (3) the first stop (4) each of the subsequent
stops (5) in repetitive dives, the surface interval.

11 RR 6-6R
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2.6.11 The exposure time interval includes both time of descent and time
at depth. Unless descent is slower than the normal rate, there is no
separate calculation for descent time.

2.6.12 The ascent time interval depends on the depth of the first stop
and the rate of ascent. In standard diving practice the rate is 60 feet
per minute or less.

2.6.13 The time interval (T) at each stop depends on the length of time
required to desaturate the "controlling tissue' to a (Q) equal to or less
than the maximum tissue pressure (M) permitted for the next stop.

2.6.14 The surface time interval must be considered when it is less than
12 hours to the next dive. The (Q) at the end of the surface interval is
the (P) for the next exposure.

2.6.15 Saturation is the process of gaining inert gas during exposure to
a positive differential pressure (E). The process is complete when (Q)
equals (N) 1.n the breathing medium.

2.6.16 Desaturation is the process of losing inert gas during exposure
to a negative differential pressure (E). This is complete when (Q) equals
(N) in air at the surface.

2.6.17 The tissue half-time (H) is the specific time interval (T) required
to produce a tissue pressure change (S) equal to half of the differential
press re (E) acting at the beginning of the interval. In calculations,
tissues are designated by their half-time. The body is probably composed
of an infinite number of tissues with half-time from zero to 240 minutes
or more. For calculations the range of tissues is sampled in a geometrical
progression of half-times consisting of 5, 10, 20, 40, 80p 120, 160, 200
and 240 minutes. A 40 minute increment of half-time tissues is used in
excess of 40 minutes half-time to insure adequate sampling of time
obligation for decompression.

2.6.18 The time unit (U) is the number of half-timo in a given time
interval (T) for a tissue with a specific half-time (H). It is therefore
the ratio (T/A) of the time interval to the half-time of the tissue, and
is dimensionless. The time unit (U) is different for each tissue half-
time (H) being considered for a given time interval (T). The time unit
normally ranges from 0,000 to 6.000, and is related to the time function
(F) as followst

F = -

Tables of time unit against time function, and time function against
time intervals for specific half-times are used in calculations.
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2.6.19 The time function (F) is the ratio of the amount of change (S)
to the differential pressure (E). When a diffezential pressure(E) acts
on a given half-time tissue, the initial tissue pressure (P) changes by
a specific amount (S) in any given time interval (T). The total amount
of change (S) increases with the time interval (T), so that the time
function (F) also increases. The value varies from 0.000 to 1.000 in a
special relation to the time unit.

2.6.20 Since F = S/A, then S = FE. Thus, the amount of change in tissue
pressure for a specific time interval can be determined. During decompres-
sion a certain amount of tissue pressure change (S) must occur during the
time interval MT) to reduce the final tissue pressure (Q) to within limiting
values of (M), so that depth can be decreased by ten feet to the next stop.
The time interval required is determined from the relationship F = S/E.

2.6.21 The maximum tissue pressure (M) is the greatest partial pressure
of inert gas in a specific tissue which will not permit bubbles to form
in the tissue at a given absolute pressure. The values of (M) for each
half-time tissue and depth of decompression stop are tabulated for
convenience in calculation. The final tissue pressure (Q) must fall to
or below the values of (M) for the next stop before ascent to that stop.

2.6.22 Values of (M) are derived from safe minimal decompression exposures
of variable depth and time to the inert gas mixture being considered, as
air or helium-oxygen. From these exposures, the value of (Q) upon surfacing
is calculated for each half-time tissue to derive the maximum permissible
values of Q = M. As discussed previously, the vaiues of CM) could not be
safely projected for decompression stops on the basis of a constant ratio
to ambient pressure as indicated by Haldane. Following a considerable
amount of evaluation of experimental divest a method of projecting (M)
values to depth of stops with a constant factor of increase per 10 feet
depth change has been developed. Thisrelates closely to the tenth-power
relationship of surface to depth ratio of Dwyer, but permits greater
flexibility, The rate of change of values of (M) with absolute depth
varies with the inext gas breathed, as also do the permissible surfacing
values. Thus, values of (M) for air dives do not provide sufficient depth
of decompression stops for helium dives (Tables N and H).

2.6.23 Supersaturation is an unstable state occurring when the initial
tissue tension (P) exceeds a value of the inert gas partial pressure (N),
which represents the maximum equilibration state of the las in a tJssue
at the absolute pressure. The maximum tissu pressure (C) allowable
at any given absolute depth is a value exceeding (N) such that the tissue
will not release inert gas in the form of bubbles. The .nitial tissue hi
pressure (P) is always greater than (N), such that the differential
pressure (E) is algebraically neqative, and the tissue will lose inert gas.
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2.6.24 The controlling tissue for ascent is that which must stop at the
greatest depth to avoid bubble formation, and for a given stop is that
which requires the longest time to desaturate to the maximum tissue
Pressure (M) permitted at the next stop. At a given decompression stop
some initial tissue pre3sures (P) will be greater than the correspond~in
maximox tissue pressores (M) permitted at the next stop. Each final
tissue pressure (0) must be equal to or less than the maximum tissue
pressure (M) for the next stop before the tissue can ascend to that stop.

2.7 Theory of exponential saturation

2.7.1 The need for decompression arises when tissue saturation with inert
gas reaches the point that the tissue can no longer surface directly with-
out bubble formation. This is necessary for saturation dives on air
exceeding 33 feet, and 37 feet when 80 - 2Ct% HeO2 is breathed.

2.7.2 Final tissue pressure (Q) at the end of any time interval (T) is
the sum of the initial tissue pressure (P) and the tissue pressure change
(S) during the interval.

Q=P +S

2.7.3 Initial tissue pre,.sure (P) at the start of an interval is the
final tissue pressure (Q) for the preceding interval.

P2 = Q1

2.7.4 Tissue pressure change (S) during an interval depends on the
existence of a differential pressure (E) and the exponential function (F)
of the time interval (T). The tissue pressure change (S) is the product
of the time function (F) and the differential pressure (E).

S = (F)(E)

2.7.5 The differential pressure (E) is the difference between tho inert
gas partial pressure (N) to which the tissue is exposed and the initial
tissue pressure (P) at the start of the exposure.

E= N - P

2.7.6 The time function (F) Is a specific exponential function of the
time unit (U).

-al- 1/2"
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2,7.7 The time unit (U) is the ratio of the time interval iT) to the 4

half time (H).

u =/H
2.7.8 The entire theory of exponential tissue saturation can be eixpre=sed

in a single equation as follows&

Q P + S

= p + (F)(E)

a P + (l - 1/2u)E

= p + (l - l/2u) (N -p)

P + (I - 1/.) (N - p)

2.8 Theogy of control of excess saturation of tissues

2.8.1 A tissue can hold some amount of dissolved inert gas in supers. -ra-
tion. The amount depends on the absolute pressure around the tissue.
Haldane considered the ratio of maximum tissue pressure (9) to absolute
depth (A) to be a constant for all half-time tissues. Prior di.cussion
has considered the application of a relrtive relationship oý (M) >(Aj
dependent on (A) and the specific half-time tissue (H).

2.8.2 A tissue gains inert gas during a dive. At tne end of tne dive,
the absolute depth to which the tissue can ascend is determined by the
tissue pressure at the end of ascent. Values of maximum allowable tissue
pressure (M) at 10 foot increments of stops are -resented in tabular forr.
for both nitzogen-oxygen and helium-oxygen dives. (Tables N and H).

2.8.3 At each decompression stop the controlling tissue determines the

time interval MT) for the stop. The final tissue pressure (Q) must be
equal to or less than the value of (W) for that tissue permitted at the
next stop before all t issues may ascend to that stop.

2.8.4 The minimum tissue pressure change ( min) required at a stop Is
at least the differetce between the initial tissue pressure (P) and the
value of (W) at the next stop.

m min - P

1RR 6-65
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2.8.5 The differeotial pressure (E) for the crtrolling tissue is:

SE= N- P

Both (S) and (E) are algebraically negative. The ratio (S/E) of
the required tissue pressure change to the acting differential pressure
is the least value of the time function .or the controlling tissue at a
given stop.

F min = S min/E

The least time function (F min) corresponds to some minimum time
vnit (U min) and to some minimum time interval (T min) for the cortrolling
tissue half-time (H).

2.8.6 Control generally shifts from the faster to-slower half-time tissues
during decompression. During the deeper sto-s the slow tissuesfrequently
have positive values of (E) and continue to gain gas at these stops.
Subsequent requirement to lose gas places these slower tissues in control
at the shallower stops.

2.8.7 Table U is a tabulation of time function (F) against time unit (U).
Values of (F) are given to three decimal places, and (U) to two decimal
plates. The left-hand column shows the integer and the first decimal of
the time unit. The other columns are headed by the second decimal of the
time unitp and show the corresponding time function.

2.8.8 Table T is a tabulation of time interval (T) in minutes from 1 to
150 and time function (F) for the various half-time tissues.

2.9 D*co gression calculation worksheet

2.9.1 Minimal calculation of decompression requires handling the several
tissues simltaneously. This is aided by use of the worksheet on which
the entire ,dive is divided irto several steps (Figure 1).

(1) Exposure

(2) TrIa) first stop and ascent

(3) First stop

(4) Succeeding stop3

(5) Surface interval
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'12.9.2 The. top section is for ambient conditions for any phase of the dive,
ih~cluding D, A, N and T. The other sections are divided into U, F, E, P9
iS, Q, and M. A special section box (G) is prov.ided, though this may vary
"with the breathing mixture during the dive. Box (H) provides for six

,.different half-times to be considered (Figure 1).

3. PROCEDURE

3.1 Calculation 2f decom.ression schedules

3.1.1 The various components of the calculation required to derive the
final tissue tension (Q) for each step of the dive have been defined in
prior discussion.

3.1.2 Where
Q=P+S

P =N =G X A
when there has been no previous pressure exposure for 24 hours.

The inert gas partial pressure of the breathing medium (N) at each
phase of the dive is derived similarlys

N=GXA A

3.1.3 The time function (F) is then determined for the exposure period
time interval (T) from Table T, or Table U, if this exceeds 150 minutes.

3.1.4 E can them be determined from N - P9 as these values are known.

3.1.5 S is then determined from FE, the algebraic sign being observed.

3.1.6 Q then equals P * S, added algebraically for each half-time tissue
at each step of the dive.

3,1.7 Depth of first stop is determined for (Q) resulting from the time
interval (T) accrued at 60 fpm ascent.

3.1.8 The value of (N) is detemined as the mean value between that of
the exposure depth and that if the first stop.

3.1.9 A trial first stop is evaluated by comparing values of (P) at
beginning )F ascent to values of (O) for the various half-time tissues.

3.1.10 Ta- resulting (Q) values after ascentq as affected by change (S) m

FEj .aust be eoua,, to or less than the value of (N) for each half-time
tissue, (Table N and H)
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3.1.11 The time interval (T) required at each stop is determined from the
expression F = S/E where S = P - M, the change in (P) required to reduce
it to a value equal to or less than M permitted at the next stop ten feet
shallower for all half-time tissues (H).

3.1.12 The time interval (T) is thus calculated for each subsequent
decompression stop until the surfacing value of (M) is reached and ascent
to the surface permitted.

3.1.13 Calculation of the surface time interval (T) is necessary in the
analysis of repetitive dives, to determine the initial tissue pressure
(P) at the start of succeeding dives. The procedt.re is identical to that
described, with the initial tissue pressure (P) being the final tissue
pressure (Q) upon surfacing from the preceding dive.

3.2 Calculation wo•kjbgj

3.2.1 A sample calculation worksheet is included as Figure 2 to demonstrate
a sample calculation for a 180 Toot-30 minute air dive. Values of M for
nitrogen-oxygen dives from Table 1 are used.

3.2.2 Figure 3 demonstrates the calculation procaoures used for a 200 foot
30 minute helium-oxygen dive in which 75 - 25% He02 is breathed during the
exposure and ascent to a depth of 50 feet, where oxygen decompression is
begun until surfacing is permitted. Table 2 gives values of M for helium-
oxygen dives.

3.3 Calculation of oxygen decomression

3.3.1 Oxygen decompression is usually considered to be 80% efficient due
to leakage of air or helium into the mask. Thus, in deriving N = GA,
G = 0.2 as the inert gas fraction. When oxygon is breathed at one or
more atmospheres pressure for in excess of 30 minutes, some reduction
in tissue perfusion occurs to effectively prolong the time required to
eliminate inert gas from the tissue. Reduction of tissue perfmsion by
25 perctnt will require 133 percent of the time to accomplish the same
Perfusion for each half-time tissue. This factor may be applied to, the
time interval (T) derived by the regular calculation procedure when
oxygen breathing is sustained for 30 minutes or more.

3.4 Calculation of decompression for deeoper workino dives

3.4.1 It is also recognized that inert gas uptake during work will be
greater than during rest due to increased cardiac output and tissue
perfusion. Elimination of inert gas during rest periods will also be

more prolonged than during work. Determination of M values for working
dives does provide for the difference in inert gas uptake in some measure.
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3.4.2 However, as the depth of the dive increases, the differential
pressure (E) becomes greater than for minimal decompression dives for
which surfacing M values are derived. It appears that for dives in
excess of 200 feet,, somee factor =zt ba. ,,1.-%-JL by • t 1 ier.val

of the exposure to provide for the additional inert gas uptake with work.
A factor of 1.5 provides well for many dives tested, though a factor of
2.0 was used in calculation of the helium-oxygen schedules in the present
diving munual.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Decompression Schedules

4.1.1 Upon completion of the calculations for the ten foot stop, tabulate
the data for the decompression schedules as follows:

Decompression
Bottom stop (*in)

time Time to first (ft) Total Ascent
Death (f t) (ginr stoo (min) 40 30 - 20 10 tin (min)
200 30 2.7 2 9 22 V 73

Breathing mixtures air (79 - 21% Nitrogen-oxygen)

(1) For the dive exposure show the depth and '•Ame

(2) For the ascent show the time to the nearest tenth of a minute

(3) For the decompression stops show the depth in feet and time in minutes

(4) Show the total ascent time in minutes

(5) Show the breathing mixture percentage of inert gas and oxygen. If this
changes during the exposure period oa at decOmpression stops, this mist be
noted at these Septh and times.

5. DIIZUSS!ON

5.1 Other Wthodl~

5.1.1 Several other methods can be used to calculate decomprossion schedules.
No attempt has been made to present all the possible methods or to assess these
critically. All those baseJ on Haldane's theories give similir results, vary-
irg only with the controlling limits of excess saturation permitted at various
aaLblent pressures, when the sa breathing ,Oixtures are employed. (
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I 5.1.2 The necessity to consider longer half-tine tissues for deeper
and longer exposures has only recently become apparent. This has
been necessary for helium-oxygen dives, as we11 as thesie in which
nitrogen-oxygen mixtures are breathed. For the most part, dive
exposures have not been of sufficient magnitude to test this
requirement until recently. This is only a necessary modification
to the basic method devised by Haldane.

5.1.3 Testing of dive schedules developed by the methoas employing a
diffusion-limited inert gas exchange formulation have been the only
others considered adequate to permit a judgment. For the most part
the results have not been as satisfactory as the schedules developed
by the Haldane method, as modified for use by the U. S. Navy. Tt is
possible that further effort with the former method may be more
rewarding.

5.1.4 Continuous ascent decompression can be calculated by the method
presented, as well as stage decompression. The mean absolute depth (A)
and inert gas partial pressure (N) of the breathing medium is calculatcd
for the increment of depth change Lonsldered. The time required for the
controlling tissue to lose a sufficient mount of inert gas to ascend to
the depth desired is then calculated. The procedure is followed until
the surface is reached.

5.1.5 Control of continuous ascent is possible in the decompretsion
chamber after transfer of the diver under pressure from the submersible
decompression chamber. It is not possible in the water unless conditions
are optimal for accurate depth keeping, which is seldom the situation in
open sea diving.

5.1.6 There are several theoretical advantages of continuous ascent
decompression over the stage method. First, the maximum safe gradient
(E) for elimination of inert gas can be maintained to result in reduction
of decompression time required for the sam dive exposure. The greatest
time saving occurs in decompression from saturation dives, where the
slomost half-time tissue controls. Maintenance of the maximum safe
gradient will permit elimination of the excess inert gas in about one-
fourth the time required by the stiage method under such conditions.
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5.2 Inpdeguacies of decompression orediction

5.2.1 The present information concerning concentration of various inert
gases at anatomical sates during the elimination time-course is quite
inadequate. Whole body inert gas elimination studies of exhaled gas are
not particularly helpful in further defining this information. Increasing
refinements of this technique are also unlikely to produce informatlon
that is particularly helpful. Data needed can only be derived from inert
gases which are tagged with radioactive tracers. Unfortunately, the gases
of interest, nitrogen and helium, do not have isotopes of sufficient half-
life to make this a useful method. Since the gases with longer isotope
half-life as xenon and kryton have much greater solubility coefficients
in tissues than nitrogen and helium, their tissue concentrations are not
apt to be predictive of those of the respirable gases of interest. Thus,
much dependence is still placed on design of decompression studies to
attempt to define permissible inert gas time-cor:entration course in
tissues during dive exposures.

5.2.2 Since quantitation of decompression adequacy is still dependent
primarily on presence or absence of symptoms related to decompression
sickness, definition is only relatively gross. Ultrasonic methods of
bubble detection in vivo and in vitro are being explored to permit
better definition of decompression adequacy, but this is still in its
early stages. Observation of micro-circulation of the bulbar conjunctiva
to detect changes in circulation, presence of intra-vascular agglutination,
and possible presence of bubbles presents another possibility for quantitation, g%
but this too is in an early stage of investigation.

5.2.3 Evaluation of decompression schedules is greatly co phcateo by
marked intra and inter-individual differences in susceptibility to
decompression sickness. Little is known of the mechanisms involved.
A definite acclimatization occurs in caisson workers and divers throuqh
repeated exposure to pressure. Coincidental to these exposures may be
a significant increase in physical conditioning with the work involved
to improve cardiac output and tissue perfusion efficiency. An improvement
of these factors should facilitate inert gas exchange efficiency, to t:.us
reduce the excess saturation time-coUrse of inert gas in tissues and decrease
the probability for bubble formation. Excess fatigue and relative ill-health
in divers has been observed to increase the risk of bends following schedules
which have been safe on other occasions. Factors decreasing tissue perfusion
such as exposure to cold or P02 of one atmosphere or more during the depth
exposure and decompression, may alsc play an importan+ oart in prolonging
the inert gas elimination such that prediction In the .. •lation procedure
is grossly impaired. It is apparent that such variablt impose severe
constraints on any method of calculation to provide adequate decompression
schedules. !
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5.3Valdt

5.3.1 The multiple tissue theory and the half-time exponential saturation
theory have rece!ved criticism because the relsultant decompression schedules
are not always satisfactory. This is particular true of the schedules for
long, deep dives. However, no other method has yet produced comparably
satisfactory decompression schedules with such a low overall incidence of
decompression sickness.

5.3.2 A recent review of air and helium dives in the U. S. Navy requiring
decompression over a recent two ye:r period gave an incidence of 0.69% and
0.839 bends, respectively. When it is considered that hundreds of no
decompression dives were not included, and that not all the dive records
were available, but that the reports of decompression sickness were available,
this is a somewhat conservative estimate. Considering all the possible
variables, It seems unlikely that very great improvement in the calculation
procedure to provide safer schedules can be expected.

6. CONCLUSIONS

(1) This report provides background information on the development of the
Haldane method of decompression calculation as modified for use by the
U. S. Navy.

(2) Other methods of decompression calculation developed in recent years
are reviewed and appraised in reference to that described above.

(3) The step by step procedure of calculation exployed is detailed as it
implements the application of the theory. Ixmples of calculations of
dive schedules are presented for both air and helium-oxygen dives.

6.2 R--- datitns

(1) Computer progrems have already been developed employing the basic format
presented here. As the dive schedules calculated are tested, report the
results of these evaluations with any modifications of the calculation
procedure required to produce safe schedules.

(2) That this report be used for instruction to acquaint personnel with
the theoretical basis of decompression calculations and to guide them In
calculating dive schedules,

(3) That this report be revised or euporceded as a text as this becomes
necessary.
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"7. FIGURES ANo APPENDICES

7.1 Fiaures

7.1.1 Figure 1 is a worksheet for the calculation of decompression
schedules. The use of the worksheet and definition of symbols tis
described in the text.

7.1.2 Figure 2 is a sample decompression calculation of a 180 foot-
30 minute dive on air using the worksheet in figure 1.

7.1.3 Figure 3 is a smple decompression calculation of a 200 foot-

30 minute dive on 75-25 helium-oxygen using the worksheet in figure 1.

7.2 h•iz•ean si

7.2.1 Appendix A presents Table U, a tabulation of the time function
against the time unit.

7.2.2 Appendix B presents Table I, a tabulation of the time function I
against the time interval for various tissue half-time.

7.2.3 Appendix C presents Table fi, a compilation of maximum allowable
tissue tensions (M) at decompression stops for nitrogen-oxygen dives.

7.2.4 Appendix D presents Table lip a compilation of maximum allowable
tissue tensions (4i) at de oampression stops for helium-oxygen dives.

7.2.5 Appendix E presents Table 9, a compilation of maximum allowable
tissue tension (M) at decompression stops for air dives, based on a
10th power relationship of surface and depth ratios, used in calculation
of the U. S., Navy Standard Air Decoapression Tables.
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S 1 +130 -5 -10 -16 "-20 -27 -50

Q 17 1152 142 126 106 79 2 -
_ L_•___i, 144 130 116 102 74

H .646 .078 .066 .066 .098 .158 .482

2E 149 +1 -52 -102, -98 -91 .79

P 26 122 122 119 1.3 104 90 52

S +96 0 -3 -6 -9 -14 -38
___ 122 122 119 113 104 - 0 52 ... _•

N 144 131 11[8 105 92 66

h_ +149 -.36 -19 -72 -72 -.71 -67

P 26 87 89 89 87 84 78 60

$ +61 42 0 -2 -3 -6 -18

O 17 89 8 84 is 60
- 13 10 -0 96 84 6]

" o .026 MA2 ...2

0E 149 +63 +9 -44 -46 I-47 -47
P 26 60 61 61 61 60 58

. +Z24 +1 . - -1 *2 -7 " .

Q 0 816 1 $ 60 se ~11
__________li ______ 1o16 14 s2o~ 56

, ,~l ,.,,,9

s 149 +73 +19 -34 '-3 -3" -39
F 20 's0 51 51 61 51 SO 46-

S^ v' S 5 1 -{ 4(

F- 2( "' I) NINWES 715-1'* P! i ., I• X O U. DIV.
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TIME UNIT (Second decimal place,

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.0 -- .007 .01, ,"2* .027 .034 .041 .047 .054 .061
0.1 .067 .073 ,081 .86 .092 .099 .10'. .111 .117 .124
0.2 .129 .136 .141 . .153 .159 .165 .171 .176 .182
0.3 .188 .193 .199 ,; .210 .215 .221 .226 .232 .237
0.4 .242 .247 .253 ,Z50 .263 .268 .273 .278 .283 .288
0.5 .293 .298 .303 .30? .312 .317 .322 .326 .33' .336
0.6 .340 .345 '.349 .354 .358 •363 .367 .372 .376 . 3RC
0.7 .384 .389 .393 .397 .401 .405 .410 .414 .418 .,,22
0.8 .426 .430 .434 .438 .441 .445 .449 .453 .457 .460
0.9 .46A .468 .472 .47: -479 .482 .486 .49C .493 .4%

1.0 .5tY) .503 .507 .510 .514 .517 .520 .524 .527 .530
1.1 .533 .537 .540 .543 .546 .549 .553 .556 ý559 .562
1.2 .565 .568 .571 ',74 .577 .580 .583 .585 .588 .591
1.3 .59', .597 .600 .602 .05 .608 .610 .613 .616 .618
1.4 .621 .624 .626 .629 .632 .634 .637 .639 .642 .644
1.5 .646 .649 .651 .654 .656 .659 .661 .663 .666 .668

1.6 .670 .672 .675 .677 .679 .681 .664 .686 .688 .690
1.7 .692 .694 .697 .699 .701 .703 .705 .707 .709 .711
1.8 .713 .715 .717 .719 .721 .723 .725 .726 .728 .730
*.9 .732 .734 .736 .738 .739 .741 .743 .745 .747 .748

2.0 .750 .752 .754 .755 .75'l .759 .760 .762 .764 .765
2. ..767 .768 .770 .772 .773 .775 .776 .778 .779 .781
2.2 .782 .784 .785 .7&7 .788 .790 .791 .793 .794 ,796
2.3 .797 .798 .80W .001 .803 .804 .805 .807 .808 .809
2.4 .811 .812 .813 .81> .816 .817 .8'8 .820 .821 .822
2.5 .823 .824 .826 .827 .826 .829 .830 .832 .833 .834
2.6 .835 .836 .837 .839 .840 .841 .842 .843 .844 .845 -0

11 2.7 .846 .847 .e84 .8.9 .850 .851 .852 .853 .854 .855
2.8 .856 .857 .858 .859 .860 .861 .862 .863 .864 .865 ..

2.9 .866 .8u7 .868 .869 .870 .871 .872 .872 .873 .874 ,

=3.o ' .875 E76 .877 "? 78 .878 .879 .8e0 .881 .882 .,M3 •
3.1 .885 .884 .885 .'16 .887 .8M'7 .888 .889 .890 .890
3.2 .891 .892 .893 .;9! .894 .895 .896 .896 .897 .989
3.3 .899 .899 .900 .901 .901 ,' .903 .903 .904 .905
3.4 .905 .906 .907 .90" ýj3 .909 . ;O9 .910 . 01 .911 .

.5 .712 .912 .913 .913 4 .915 .915 .916 .91. .917 t
"3.6 .9'8 .918 .919 .919 . '0 .920 .921 .91 .922 .923

3.7 .q23 .924 .924 .925 .4 .926 .926 .927 .927 .928
3.8 .928 .929 .929 .930 .93C )31 .931 .932 .932 .933 15
4.9 .933 .934 .937 .934 .935 .:5 .936 .936 .97 .937

4.70 .968 .962 .962 .939 .939 .'3.. 63 .9A .96 .964
.8 .94 92 .963 .943 .943 .965 .966 .944 ,965 .- W6

4.2 .967 .967 .967 9647 . 967 .9 48 .96C .968 .969 .90q
5.3 .970 .950 9 .951 .951 .951 .9 .9S2 .952 .973
5.2. .953 .953 .93 .957 .974 .954 .9 .9M .955 .957
4.5 .956 .956 *977 .977 .977 .9757 .978 .958 .958 .o98
5.6 .959 .959 .959 .960 .960 .960 .96, .961 .561 ,961
5.7 .962 .962 .962 .n62 .963 .963 .963 .9%0 .964 .964
5.8 .064 .968 .9b5 .965 .965 ,965 .966 .966 .962 .968
5.9 .967 .987 .982 .962 .973 .968 .96C .968 .968 .969
5.0 .969- ,.969 .969 •"- .970 0-.-9"76 ,.9?Cf .97C .4)71 j
5.1 .971 .971 .971 ,1971 .97.- ,972 .97.2 .',P71 .972 .973
5.2 .97) .9773 .973 .973 .974 .97/4 .974, .974 .974 .574
5.3 0975 .975 .'h'5 .975 .975 .976 .976 .976 .976 .976
5.4• .976 .977 .977 .977 .977 .q77 .977 .977 .978 .9'78
5.5 .97A .97. 3 .978 .978 .979 .979 .17o .970 .979 . Q79
5.6 .979 .9p0 .980 . ?8( .980 .980o .980 .980 .981 .981
5.7 .,),q1 .981. 981 .981 .981 .981 . 982 .9V, .982 .982
5.•8 .982 .982 .982 .982 .783 .983 .983 .983 .983 .983

5.9 .83 .9 e' .984 .984 .984 .984 .984! .9%4 .994 .984

APPENDIX A
TABE~h U

"T'!MI-P.ACL. TIE FUNCTIONS
FOR TIM UNITS P1(1 0.00 TO 5.99
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TIWE FUNCTIONS
(PERCENTAGE DECIMAL)

FCA DETERMINATION OF TISSUE PRESSURE IN 5,,0,20,40,W,20,160.,200 AND 24,- &M T6S•uS DURING EXPOSURES UP To MO MINUTES

EXPOSURE TISSUE HALF TIME (Mwires) EXPOSURE TISSUE HALF TIME (M nules)TIME TIMIE 1 2MINUTES 1 . 2001240 MIUTES 20 i40 80 120 s6 200 24
20M 200 402 16,6016 0,23 0-19

I J90606 034 017 009 0014 00-4 002 0276 927 7321482 Z354 .280 .232 ;,J
2 129 066 034 0r7 Oil 009 007 004 77 930 736 4871 359 284 2351 Q9
317 09 0 026 017 013 01l 009 78 932 741 491 36 287 237 2')

425 24 129 066C42022 017 0141
oi 79 934 1745 !495 3681 289, 240, 203

5 034 022 01 0780 9379750 i,,. 373 293 242 120e6 156 34 18,9 5 3 2 ý 2 1

S 1621 384 215114 059039030024020 81258 669 425 242 129 067 045 034027 022 82 9411758i 508' 377 299 247 2..
9 712 463 .268 144 075 050 037 031 025 83 943761 21 1 225 2.9 8•, 9451]7631I 5121I 381 I.3C;2, 25U
K0 750 50 293158083055042 .034 028 G4 945j766, 56 1384 305 253 2:5 I

85 947 77015211387 " 256,217II 782 533 317 173 003 061 045 038 031 86 949! 77-'7, 524 9: io .258 2,9
12 81l 564 340 87 09 066 050 041 034 87 951 778.528 395 313 261 222
13 I351593 362 201 1071072 055 044 036 88 95-1 7b2 533 399 317 263 I22'
14 .W5 621 384 215 114 0*78 059 047 039 89 955 1786 537 40ý 319 266 i.ý15 875 646 405 229 122 C'83 063 0M 042 90 956 1790 54; 405 323 268 221-
16 892 669 425 2421 j8'9 088 .067 054 045 417 .906 692 445 2541137 093 071 057 047 91 9571794 545 4 325 271 .231
is .918 712 41 68 144 096074061 050 .92 959 797" 550 411 328 273 2331
19 9Z7 732 482 80 152 103 078 064 053 93 959: 797 554 4,5 332 2 235120 .937 750 500 293 158 108 084067 055 94 960.804,557 4.9 1334 278 2 7

95 62. 807 156, 423 337128' ýc
21 945 766 516 304IJ65 14 067 070 059 96 9E3181t 565 14?5 340 28--!-4
22 9953 782 533 317 173 119 090 073 061 17 9C4 1814 569428342 ?8512 4 '
23 7959 797 548 328 181 124 094 077 064 8 965481 .573 431 346 288124824 .963 811 56413401187 129 099 .081 066 99 9661820 .576 435 348 291 12491
25 967 824 579 3I 196 13 102 083 069 100 967 824 ! 580 439 352 293 .250
26 9728 35 597 362 2011J39 )D7 06;; 072 .27 977 847 607 37I320q 143 JIG .08' 175 101 954 442 355 ý'6 25 1
28 22 144 08 i02 970 1.8I01-7 445 357 298 25t29 45. 1 103 971 832 159 '4-836 30ý 12bj30229 18 122 .099 03 104 972- !839 594 1451 : 3b3 303: 259I 105 973 1838 i597 455 ;..i65 305 ,31 892 669 41255 24 162 125 102 085 106 974 1841 601 458 ,'368 307 2t:
32 425 242 168 .129 105 088 107 976 .844 605 46t 1371 3G33 8 681 435 249 173 132 JOB 090 106 977 867.,608 ',63,374 3i2 '.6,34 906 1692 445 255 871 137 .111 093 109 977:849 !611 46613771 314 -
35 912 702 454 262 141 14 095 110 978 852 1 615 469 1379 317 27.
36 918 712 463 268 187 144 117 .098 .
37 922 722 473 275 .192 148 120 101 III 979 1854 , 618 147238 927 732 482.280 197 151 123 .103 112 980 857 '622 476 3t ;4
39 932 741 491!237 201 154 126 106 113 980!659 625 479' :3b;, I
40 937 7 5G' 293 206 159 129 108 114 981 862 .628 4232..90 32..

115 962 864 631 1484'! 392 32'. ,,41 941 758 508 [299 20 133 111 116 982 P-, 634; 4_7,395 -1 -' 1
4245766 516 304,26 166 136 114 117 9,'3 ý; e'j iD,:7 4qz I3'"• -, .',43 9491774 525 311 .219 169 139 116 118 984i870) 640.494 40C-!.33-, -
44 953 782 533 317 224 r73 J41 119 119 984:873 64414971403 33. -45 96 790 541 323 226 177 144 121 120 985 ,875r 64? 7500 405, , 2 ,
46 959 79? -54a 3281233 180 147 .124I47 960 804 516 335 237 184 I50 126 121 77 'T 503407 4'
48 963 811 564 340 242 J88 153 .129 122 880 *'63:506 4 '...
49 965 817 572 3461248 112 156 131 23 8E2 6% 1 509' .'1 ?4'
50 967 824 579 331 250 1 159 .134 124 884 "6r9 ý.512 '4, ?.-; ý,

125 886 626I2515 48 35 "
9 .83 586 57 I2~ 196 .162 .137 126 88655Tj12 6I 5 2 127 3 i5668 "5 0 ,53974 841 369 264 205 168 141 128 89? i 670;523 ;42 '54 977 W147 60 37A 218 208 17 j43 129 894 1673 525 426 . .55 9 852 614 39 272211 .I 146 130 895 676 5?8 1'431 ',,,1

56 90 857 621 364 277 .215 17C 149
57 390 281 131 8981 679 3i :1431 Y" l

56 9& 866 633 395 286 222 We .154 .132 899 ,,2' 533 43,6 ', 7
59 .964 871 6391400 289 226185 156 133 g90o0 6. 5-' ': 4313 , :,.
60 9W 874 6461405 293 229188 159 134 902 6PI7 ,539 440C 37-

135 904 6901642 443 374
1 880 652 i411 297 233 191 )61 136 906 r93,545 445J 376,62 884 65745 3 235 J93 164 C8 695 547 447378F3 888 6641421 304 238 196 16- t38 909 1698,550 i 450 N

64 892 6691425 309 242 199 16v 139 910 701 1552 1452K "[ '
65 895 675,431 313244 201 171 140. 312 1703 555 ,455b 384 1 3,
66 899 681 1 3171248 204 173
67 902 68614401321 1251 1207 175 141 913 17051557 457 387A1468 906 69a445 324 255210.178 142 915 '7081.560 1459 l:ý89 3,?•
69 909 697i 450 328 259 213 18 143 916 711 562 462 3!91 5u-70 912 702 i4551 3321262215 183 144 918 713 565 i464 393 ,340

1 145 9 7 5736 s 305 :3471 915707 459,336 1 2644218 185 146 18 -5 10 46 !,E, '4-',
72 918 712 1464 3401268 221 147 92017201572 471 ' 9 '73 90717 469 3421271 1z 22 10 4 922 ! 723 1575 t474 6 -0, 130774 922 722 14731 247 274226 .192 149 924 725 577 476 403 1747
?5 .925 727147352 276 .29 94O i 925 728 580 47814V Z;;
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ible of MaxlAu Allowable Tissue Tensions (A) of Nitrogen for Various Half-

me Tissues

Depth of decompres-es-on stop

(ft) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
(ft) 43 53 63 73 83 93 103 113 123 133

Sn(N) (Feet of sea water eauivalent)

5 104 122 140 158 176 194 212 230 248 266

0 88 104 120 136 152 168 184 200 216 232

0 72 87 102 117 132 147 162 177 192 207

0 56 70 84 98 112 126 140 154 168 182

0 54 67 80 93 106 119 132 145 158 171

0 52 64 76 88 100 112 124 136 148 160

0 51 63 74 86 97 109 120 132 143 155

3 51 62 73 84 95 106 117 128 139 150

3 50 61 72 83 94 105 116 127 138 149

6M/410 feet depth

:min) 5 10 20 40 80 120 160 200 240

.ft) 18 16 15 14 13 12 11.5 11 11

TABLE N APPIQ• IX C
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Table of Maximum Allowable Tissue Tension (W) of Helium for Various Half-time

Tissues

Depth of decompression stop

D (ft) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
A (ft) 43 53 63 73 83 93 103 113 123 13.2

H (min) (9) (Feet of sea water .:auivalent)

5 86 101 116 131 146 161 176 191 206 '&

10 74 88 102 116 130 144 158 172 186 200

20 66 79 92 105 118 131 144 157 170 183

40 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144 156 16,

80 56 68 80 92 104 116 128 140 152 164

120 54 66 78 90 102 114 126 138 150 162

160 54 65 76 87 98 109 120 131 142 it-'

200 53 63 73 83 93 103 113 123 133 143

240 53 63 73 83 93 103 113 123 133 143

AM/410 feet depth

H (min) 5 10 20 40 80 120 160 200 240

&M• (ft) 15 14 13 12 12 12 11 10 10

TAKLE H APPENDIX D
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Table of Maxium Allowable Tissue Tensions (M) of Inert Gas for Various
Half Time Tissue (W) for Air Dives

D (ft) 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 8o
A (ft) 43 53 63 73 83 93 103 113

h (min) (Wi (Feet of sea water eauivalenti

5 104 126 150 174 195 220 242 263

10 88 107 128 148 167 189 208 228

20 72 90 106 124 141 153 174 192

40 58 72 87 99 113 128 141 156

80 52 65 78 90 103 115 128 142

120 51 64 76 88 101 114 126 140

M 33 C((J) + r - 1.25]

j = (S/r) 1 0 = M/33 - (r - 1.25)

S = Surfacing tissue ratio

r a Depth tissue rott1o at stops

TANIA D wumiWIX a
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